
Bobby is Davey, Jacqueline is Nate

Sydney - when you take the papers out of the wagon, can you move them further SR (so further
away from the wagon?)

Wiesel, Delanceys, Rachel, make sure when you spread out in that line we’re on 4s and 13s

Newsies on the top level, celebrate more with your arms

Newsies we can have more hugging and handshakes and arms around each other on our
celebrating (no high fives please)

Newsies when Jack says “get em” I need motion from everyone even if you don’t have a
choreographed fight moment right away give me energy in your body

Group with Rachel on the first freeze - this needs to be a little further SR, Rachel walk straight
down on 4 and Andrew come into her so she doesn’t have to go to you

Group with Emmett on first freeze - this needs to be further SL, Emmett if you can cross a little
SL as you go after them, then Kaitlyn come SL so that when Emmett hits you you fall more on
10

Marley more energy from you in the wagon, have your crutch up for some of it

ALL After the second freeze you have more time to fill than you think. Keep moving and
struggling until the whistle

Melodie and Isaiah can you get up the the second level when you’re escaping cus you’re
injured?

Adie/Hannah/Will- wait just a few beats before you run across the units, then when you come
down, don’t go offstage, go directly to the Wiesel unit

Jenna/Ben - as soon as Adie Hanna and Will are there take the unit off - let me know if you
need crew help

Katelyn/Tatum/Annie - wait until after Crutchie’s scream to break free from Chris and start your
cross

Sydney/Elise - clear the wagon as soon as crutchie is out of it

Nate/Lily - wait until Crutchie is past you to run off SL (this should help cover the wagon)

Chris/Naomi once you stand Marley up I want to add a crutch hit from Snyder across the
stomach (Elise can help you with this)

First group that crosses go as soon as you hear “Crutchie”


